Association between self-reported care needs and the allocation of care in Norwegian home nursing care recipients
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Objectives. This study investigated the relationship between patients’ self-reported illness, daily afflictions, and the frequency of home nursing care, and whether patients’ coping resources influenced the allocation of care.

Design, sample and measurements. A cross-sectional survey was adopted. Two hundred and forty-two people aged 75 years and above receiving home nursing care participated in the study. Binary logistic regression model was used to test the effects of the independent variables on home nursing care.

Results. Poor capacity to perform activities of daily living and high level of education were directly associated with a high frequency of home nursing care. Lack of perceived social support affected the amount of home nursing care allocated only when feelings of loneliness were connected with poor activities of daily living functioning. Interaction effects revealed that perceived social support influenced the amount of home nursing care in persons with higher education, in persons with low education, no such association were found. No associations were found between coping resources and home nursing care.

Conclusions. Impaired capacity to perform activities of daily living was the main reason for care allocation. Education was associated with more formal care. Patients with low perceived social support combined with a low education level was a particularly vulnerable group.
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Introduction

The main objective of home nursing care (HNC) is to improve the quality of life and/or maintain the independence of patients (Thome et al., 2003). Based on the idea of patient empowerment, there has been a change from the provision of HNC based on availability, to its provision based on an assessment of patient needs. This has resulted in an emphasis on ‘tailor-made care’, implying a balance between the individual patient’s care needs and the actual amount of care allocated (Algera et al., 2004). However, this needs-based approach is often limited by the need to optimise the allocation of limited resources, and is therefore not always achieved. This disproportion emphasises the need for greater focus on the balance between the needs of individual patients and the amount of care allocated.

Numerous studies have focused on factors that predict the use versus non-use of health care services in the general population (community samples) of older people. Functional impairment, problems with performing basic and instrumental activities of daily living (ADL), incurable and advanced chronic diseases, comorbidity and cognitive impairment are established as major predictors of HNC and institutional care (Chappell, 1994; Miller & Weissert, 2000; Hall & Coyle, 2001; Thorslund et al., 2001; Larsson & Thorslund, 2002; Stoddart et al., 2002; Kadushin, 2004). However, a major weakness in these studies on general populations of senior citizens has been that the very old people (80 years and older), who are the predominant consumers of home care services; in general constitute only a moderate fraction in these samples. Therefore, there is still limited knowledge about the relationships between the care needs of the oldest old and the amount of care offered.

Few studies have addressed the need/use match in professional home care (Algera et al., 2004). The term ‘home care services’ has not been consistently operationalised or measured, and include both HNC and home help services. Comorbidities and problems with performing ADL are the major predictors of HNC allocation (Albert et al., 1998; Lagergren & Johansson, 1998; Meinow et al., 2005). The influence of social support on the allocation of HNC is complex and appears to vary depending on the type of support evaluated (Penning, 1995; Mustard et al., 1999; Miller & Weissert, 2000). Finally, findings regarding the impact of cognitive impairment and mental disorders on the use of HNC are mixed (Larsson et al., 2004).

Obviously, somatic need factors are prominent predictors. Interestingly, during recent decades, increasing attention on the capacity for self-care has directed focus on the patients’ coping resources. However, there appears to be a lack of documentation on how coping factors correlate with the allocation of HNC. A sense of coherence (SOC) is suggested as a global coping resource influencing health (Antonovsky, 1987). A person possessing a strong SOC will be motivated to cope, will consider problems as challenges, comprehensible and manageable, and will tend to believe that he/she has the resources to resolve problems. Because a capacity to cope seems to influence the lives of diseased and impaired older people by moderating stress, coping is expected to influence their self-care capacity and thus their need for HNC. Few studies have questioned whether SOC may predict health outcomes in care-dependent older persons (Eriksson & Lindstrom, 2005, 2006), and the results are varied.

According to the main objectives of public HNC, we hypothesised that physical, functional, psychological and social conditions would contribute to the allocation of care, and that high level of sense of coherence would reduce the need of care assistance.

The objective of this study was to investigate the relationship between patients’ self-reported illness, daily afflictions, the frequency of HNC allocated, and whether coping resources influence allocation of care.

The study was conducted within the context of a ‘Scandinavian welfare model’, which implies that health care services are either fully tax funded or funded with limited copayments. In Norway, HNC is free, and is a right that every citizen has, regardless of economic status. Services are provided around the clock and aim to help people to continue to live in their own home.

Methods

This study forms part of The European Union’s Fifth Framework Programme (FP5): Care for the Aged at Risk of Marginalization (CARMa). Key action 6 of this program is The ageing population and disabilities (http://www.ageing.research.group.shef.ac.uk/ka6_care.php#2002–02341).

Sampling procedures

A cross-sectional survey was adopted in order to gather comprehensive data on individual characteristics. This study was set in seven municipalities in southern Norway. Composition of the participating municipalities was based on a distribution according to representative classifications with regard to industrial links, population density, and urban/rural location (Statistics Norway, 1994). In the two most populous municipalities, the selection of participants was made by random sampling, whereas in the five rural communities,
which had fewer inhabitants, all users of HNC were included to ensure representation of rural areas.

The unit nursing officer (responsible for the allocation of nursing care services) in each of the participating offices identified patients fulfilling the inclusion criteria. Research assistants, all Registered Nurses with no previous involvement with the patients, collected the data during an interview in the participants’ homes, and entered the participants’ answers on questionnaire forms. Data collection lasted about 90 minutes, with some interviews completed over two or more sessions because of fatigue in the participants. Baseline data were collected during the period 1998–2001.

Description of the sample
Inclusion criteria were age 75 years or older, receiving HNC, being able to understand the purpose of the investigation and to communicate orally, and to give their autonomous (informed) consent. The only exclusion criterion was difficulty in conversing with the research assistant.

The potential population of participants comprised 348 individuals. Seventy-eight individuals (22.4%) refused to participate, nine died, and nine were permanently institutionalised before data were collected. Ten interviews were not completed, resulting in a baseline sample of 242 respondents. Participants with missing data were excluded from statistical analysis, leaving a final total sample of 212 people (148 women and 64 men) giving an actual final response rate of 69.5%. The mean age was 84.5 years.

Variables
This investigation is part of a comprehensive survey on whether coping skills influence the ability to independent living in Norwegian patients receiving HNC (also included in the EU’s Fifth Framework Programme), and this has influenced the selection of variables and scales in the present study.

Outcome variable
The dependent variable was the frequency of HNC (less than once a day = 0, once a day or more = 1) offered by the community health care department.

Explanatory variables
Demographic variables: sex (men = 0, women = 1); age; education (less than/or elementary school or continuation school = 0 or further education = 1); living with someone (living alone = 0, living with someone = 1); and housing conditions (living in their own home = 0, in sheltered housing = 1).

The 13-item version of Sense of Coherence (SOC) scale (Antonovsky, 1987) was used to measure coping. The SOC scale contains three sections: comprehensibility (five items), manageability (four items), and meaningfulness (four items). Each question is rated on a Likert scale, ranging from 1 (lowest) to 7 (highest), producing total scores from 13 (poor coping) to 91 (excellent coping). Cronbach’s alpha in the present study was 0.80.

The social network variables (seeing children and seeing friends) were measured by the questions ‘How often are you together with …?’ (irrelevant/never = 0, practically never = 1, once or a few times a year = 2, 1–3 times a month = 3, once a week = 4, several times a week = 5, or daily = 6).

The Revised Social Provisions Scale (SPS) (Cutrona et al., 1986; Cutrona & Russell, 1987), was used to assess social support. It has six subscales: attachment, social integration, nurturance, reassurance of worth, reliable alliance, and guidance. The first four being most important to the oldest old, and were therefore used in this study (Cutrona & Russell, 1987; Bondevik & Skogstad, 1998). Four statements assessed each social provision. The total score for the complete 16-item version was used to assess the level of social support, and ranged from 16 (low social support) to 64 (high social support). Cronbach’s alpha = 0.81 in the present study.

Practical assistance from next of kin was recorded: (no/irrelevant, does not get help = 0, less than weekly = 1, 1–6 times a week = 2, 1–2 times a day = 3, or three or more times a day = 4).

The abbreviated Subjective Health Complaints Inventory (SHC) (Eriksen et al., 1999) is a 22-item scale that registers subjective somatic and psychological complaints experienced during the past 30 days. The SHC measures subjective experience, occurrence, intensity, and duration of health complaints in three categories: musculoskeletal pain, pseudoneurology, and gastrointestinal problems, but without reference to specific diagnostic categories (Eriksen et al., 1999). The scores range from 0 to 3, with a total score ranging from 0 (excellent) to 66 (poor). The questionnaire has satisfactory validity and reliability (Eriksen et al., 1999). In the present study, Cronbach’s alpha was 0.84.

Self-rated health (SRH) was measured by the question ‘How is your health now?’ The answer categories were poor = 1, not very good = 2, good = 3, or very good = 4. SRH is a good predictor of future health status, as measured by mortality and morbidity (Benyamini & Idler, 1999).
The General Health Questionnaire (GHQ) (Goldberg, 1972; Goldberg & Williams, 1988; Malt et al., 1989) was used to measure psychological distress. GHQ (30 items) measures symptoms of depressed mood, anxiety, social inadequacy, and hypochondriasis. Each question is scored on a Likert scale of 0–3, giving a total score range of 0–90. A low score indicates an absence of psychological distress. Cronbach’s alpha in the present study was 0.92.

The Clinical Dementia Rating (CDR) scale assesses cognitive impairment (Hughes et al., 1982; Engedal & Haugen, 1993). It consists of a global score derived from six domains of cognitive and functional performance: memory, orientation, judgement and problem solving, community affairs, home and hobbies, and personal care. The summed domain scores were calculated according to the instructions given by Morris (1993). Cronbach’s alpha in the present study was 0.79.

The Barthel ADL index (Mahoney & Barthel, 1965) was used to measure functional impairment in activities associated with daily living. The ADL was scored as recommended by Wade and Collin (1988). The instrument includes 10 basic functions: bowel and bladder functioning, feeding, grooming, dressing, transfer from bed to chair, toilet use, mobility, climbing stairs, and bathing. In the current study, Cronbach’s alpha in the present study was 0.82.

Statistical analyses

SPSS 14.1 for Windows (SPSS Inc. 1989–2002) was used for the statistical analyses. Subject characteristics were summarised by calculating means and standard deviations (SD) for continuous variables, and absolute numbers and percentages for categorical variables.

Bivariate statistical associations were tested with the Pearson correlation coefficient for pairs of interval variables, the Point biserial coefficient (equivalent to the Pearson product moment correlation) for dichotomous by interval variables, and the Phi correlation coefficient for pairs of dichotomies; all tests were two-tailed with list-wise deletion (Glass & Hopkins, 1996). Reliability tests of internal consistency in sets of items were made using Cronbach’s alpha.

Independent samples t-test was used to compare mean scores between groups for continuous dependent variables, and chi-square tests to explore the relationship between categorical variables.

Multiple logistic regression models were used to assess the impact of the independent variables on the dependent; a block-wise entry into the model was used. Differences in the effect sizes by levels of HNC were tested by interaction terms, one pair at a time, while retaining main effects in the logistic regression model (Pallant, 2005).

Multicollinearity and curvilinearity diagnostics were performed according to the recommendations of the SPSS logistic regression software (Pallant, 2005).

Ethical considerations

This study conformed to the principles embodied in the Declaration of Helsinki (http://www.wma.net), was approved by the Regional Committee for Medical Research Ethics and the Norwegian Data Inspectorate, and was designed and implemented according to common ethical principles in clinical research (Beauchamp & Childress, 2001).

Results

One hundred and twenty-seven patients (59.9%) had less than one visit per day from home nurses. Thirty-seven patients (17.5%) lived together with a spouse/cohabitant, whereas 54 (25.5%) lived in the same house as a family member. No sex differences were identified.

Variables expected to influence the frequency of HNC (based on research presented in the introduction chapter), were selected and tested in a univariate binary regression model. Only variables with a P-value equal to, or less than, 0.2 were selected for further investigation. According to this procedure, the following variables were excluded from further investigation: Social network: seeing children (OR = 0.864; P = 0.594), Social network: seeing friends (OR = 0.730; P = 0.250), Practical assistance from next of kin (OR = 1.083; P = 0.517), Subjective Health Complaints Inventory (OR = 0.990; P = 0.636) and GHQ (OR = 1.022; P = 0.274).

Descriptive statistics for independent variables in the two levels of HNC are presented in Tables 1 and 2, and a correlation matrix is shown in Table 3. In general, patients with higher level of education, lower levels of perceived social support and poor ADL-functioning received the most nursing care.

The multiple logistic regression models were performed block-wise according to a theoretical model of the causal ordering obtained between the independent variables (Table 4). Personal and sociodemographic variables were entered in models 1 and 2, coping skills (SOC) and the self-rated health (SRH) in model 3, cognitive (CDR) and functional (ADL) impairment in model 4, and perceived social support (SPS) in model 5. No multicollinearity (too high inter-correlations between independent variables) was identified, and tests of non-linearity in the association
between the independent variables and the main dependent variable revealed no significant curvilinear trends ($P < 0.01$).

High levels of education and a poor capacity to perform ADL were associated with high levels of HNC also when controlled for other independent variables (Table 4, model 5).

We expected perception of social support (SPS) to be influenced by several of the other independent variables, such
as self-rated health and functional health. When SPS was entered at the last step of the regression, no direct effect of SPS emerged in the multivariate model (Table 4, model 5). In order to investigate whether this lack of an association was caused by a confounding effect of ADL, subsequently, a model without ADL was tested (Table 4, model 6). This model confirmed our assumption, indicating that the effect of SPS on HNC may be caused by the underlying effect of ADL on perceived social support.

Systematic differences in the effect size of given independent variables by levels of another independent variable were tested by multiplicative (interaction) terms, one pair at a time, while retaining the main effects of this pair of independents in the multiple regression models. The only statistically significant interaction that emerged involved education which to some extent moderated the effects of SPS (Fig. 1). Among respondents with a high level of education a clear inverse relationship between SPS and the dependent variable emerged while there was no association between SPS and HNC among the less educated respondents.

### Discussion

We anticipated that the amount of care allocated to each patient would reflect the priorities of the home nursing units (the council office that provides HNC) with regard to maintaining the independence of, or improving the quality of life, of the patients.

The present study confirms previous studies showing that functional impairment of ADL is a significant threat to a person’s capacity to live independently and is a major reason for receiving HNC (Banerjee & Macdonald, 1996; Meinow et al., 2005).

Surprisingly, a personal resource, measured as educational level, also had a direct effect on the amount of HNC received. Patients with more education received more HNC than patients with less education, as also reported in other studies.

![Figure 1](image-url)
Educated individuals may be more self-assertive and persistent in their demands for social services, and also more competent in obtaining information about their rights, such as tax funded HNC. Still this argument presupposes that the older person is able to apply for HNC himself.

However, other factors may also influence the process of applying for HNC. The informal support system, as well as formal providers, may influence the decisions to seek care and accept services (Pescosolido, 1992; Penning, 1995; Cole & Miller, 1999). In contrast, according to Penning (1995), informal support resources may reduce unmet needs and substitute for formal services. Therefore, we expected to find an association between frequency of HNC services and factors that constitute an informal support system, such as household composition, practical assistance from next of kin, and contact with friends. No such direct association with the frequency of HNC was observed in the present study. This may be due to the fact that social networks play a dual role. Social network can both preclude the need for nursing by substituting for formal care, but can also negotiate the health services received (Logan & Spitz, 1994; Penning, 1995; Blomgren et al., 2008).

Because maintaining or improving the patient’s quality of life is one of the main goals of HNC, we expected that the more qualitative measure of perceived social support would influence the extent of HNC. However, the bivariate correlation between SPS and HNC proved to be spurious. Our analysis showed that the influence of SPS on the amount of HNC received was caused by the effect of ADL levels on the perceived social support. This implies that the level of ADL influences the possibility of maintaining social relations and therefore also influences the perceived social support.

Interestingly, a moderator effect was observed between the high and low levels of SPS and education (Fig. 1). Since there were no direct or indirect relations between level of education and neither perceived social support nor ADL-functioning, we anticipate some plausible explanations: (i) Patients with high levels of education have resources to argue for HNC, despite a low perception of social support; (ii) patients with low education have a lesser amount of such resources and moreover, the latter group is not given priority by the home nurses.

As discussed previously, we have no data in this investigation that can explain the influence of external factors, like for example, the influence of next of kin or the priorities of the home nursing units. This finding, however, underlines that older care dependent persons with low social support and low level of education is a particularly vulnerable group (Fig. 1).

SOC pertains to coping as a general feeling of exerting control and being able to influence one’s own life (Antonovsky, 1987). The results from this study do not reveal a direct association between SOC and HNC. To our knowledge, this issue has previously not been examined. Research into SOC as a predictor of future health outcomes and primary health care use has produced inconsistent results (Eriksson & Lindstrom, 2005, 2006). However, high SOC score has been found to relate to a reduced use of primary health care services (general practitioners) (Bergh et al., 2006). Another study, based on the same sample as the present one, found no association between SOC and nursing-home admissions (Thygesen et al., 2009). Therefore we conclude that different coping processes may thus underlie the use of various types of health services.

We expected to find an association between emotional factors and cognitive impairment and the amount of care allocated, because depression and cognitive impairment are generally associated with high levels of dependency (Schulz et al., 1995; Wilms et al., 2000; Ormel et al., 2002). There are several possible explanations for the lack of associations here between psychological distress and HNC allocated. It is possible that home care nurses fail to identify the needs of depressed older persons (Hocking et al., 1995; Rogers & Barusch, 2000). Depressive symptoms, by itself, can affect also an individual’s motivation and ability to apply for help. Another reason may be that nurses focus more on physical ailments when allocating HNC services, assuming depressive symptoms to decline when physical deficits are alleviated (Hocking et al., 1995).

However, the levels of cognitive impairment and psychological distress were relatively low in the present sample. It is probable that the lack of associations between psychological distress and cognitive impairments, and HNC may, to some extent, be explained by characteristics of the study design. In the selection of participants, persons with severe psychological incapacities were excluded from the study, they could also be overrepresented among those who refused to participate.

Finally, age and sociodemographic conditions, such as household composition, did not affect the allocation of HNC, contrary to the findings of others (Meinow et al., 2005; Blomgren et al., 2008). We believe this is attributable to the composition of this sample. The mean age was very high, almost 85 years, which implies that the sample was more homogeneous than in most other reported studies. Thus, variations in functional impairments, more than natural age, characterise the sample. With a very high mean age, there will also be fewer differences between the respondents with regard to sociodemographic characteristics. Fewer of these patients live with someone else, and if they do, in most cases these persons are also very old and thus unable to provide substantial informal care.
The extraction procedure of participants may limit the generalisation of our findings. Persons with severe psychological incapacities and somatic illness were excluded, implying that a certain number of persons with considerably poorer, or better, health, were not included in the study.

Conclusion

In general, an impaired capacity to perform ADL was the main condition emphasised by nurses when allocating care. Education seemed to be a personal resource that was associated with formal care. Sense of coherence was not related to the allocation of care.

Emotional conditions, like psychological distress (GHQ) and SPS were not directly correlated with the amount of care allocated; again confirming that HNC primarily is directed toward the demands of somatic functional impairments.

It is important to understand how multiple impairments and diminished functional capacity interact, how this interaction is perceived as needs, and given priority in care allocation. A particularly vulnerable group may be patients with low perceived social support combined with a low educational level. This group seems clearly to be in need of thorough examinations of their health and social conditions, in order to prevent adequate care needs being ignored.

Implications for practice

Home nurses should notice that:

- The allocation of care is basically connected to needs caused by functional impairment.

Therefore:

- The risk of failing to reveal emotional needs like loneliness and psychological distress is great, if these conditions are not accompanied by functional impairment.
- Older people with low education should be shown particular attention when they are considered for allocation of home nursing care, since this group is in danger of being overlooked with regard to needs for social support.
- In order to achieve the main goals of home nursing care; improving quality of life and maintain independence, subjective health complaints and emotional problems must be given greater attention.
- Priorities of resources in home nursing care should be subject of general discussions in staff, as subjective aspects in the patient’s life in general seem to be given low priority.
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